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SEX*DRUGS*MUSIC - The Hugh Hefner of Hip-Hop tells it like it is on his up-to-the-minute propose The

Paparazzi EP. Begrimed tales of stifling women master this heavy-hitting trip through with the Dirty South

with our host, the Alabama Ambassador - J.Moore 8 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style, HIP

HOP/RAP: Hip Hop The Paparazzi EP Songs Details: It is no secret, Southern rap is dominating the

airwaves and television screens these days. Just when you thought you've heard every thing the

Dirty-Dirty had to offer, J.Moore stampedes his way in to the rap arena. Already a recognized face in the

Hip-Hop community, J.Moore brings a new perspective to the classic subject material and staples of the

genre. "I'm not breaking any new ground here, I'm spittin' about the same about the same sh*t as all your

other favorite rappers: hustlin', f*ckin', and ballin' out! It's sex, drugs, and rock n' roll ya know what I'm

sayin'?", J.Moore explains. "But you've never heard this stuff from my point of view, and that's what

makes my music unique." Hailing from the Port City of Mobile, Alabama, and now residing in the music

Mecca of the South, Atlanta, Georgia, J.Moore has been tearing up the underground Hip-Hop scene with

The Alabandit mix tape series and his up-to-the-minute release The Paparazzi EP. Street bangers like

"B*tches Ain't Sh*t Pt. 1", and "Get It Crackin'", club favorites, "Drop That", "2nite", and "Oscar", and the

radio-friendly "Paparazzi", prove that J.Moore has that special 'something' that will appeal to a diverse

demographic. Production credits include underground legend Ryan "AC" Craig, Damon "Beanz"

Burroughs, and Jaymal, among others; J.Moore is always ready and willing to work with hottest

up-and-comers in the business as well as established veterans. Catch the very special guest

appearances by Ohio's underground king Sondun1 aka KMS, as well as fellow Mobile artists Square Deal

and Jaymal, and ATL's own Cole Crush.
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